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Celebrating achievements, looking to the future
Join us at this year’s one-day gathering to hear about INF’s work in Nepal. Our CEO, John
Reynolds, will bring you the latest news from his visit in March, sharing plans for our projects in
Bajura and Kalikot, and a new vision for INF’s clinics – captured under the great name of INF’s
history - ‘The Shining Hospitals’. You’ll have an opportunity to chat with our colleagues from the
projects in Nepal and join us in prayer for the work and the staff in Nepal.
This year, we will meet for one day, including lunch and a light evening meal. The location is
modern and convenient – with onsite parking and quick access to motorways M5, M1, M6, M40,
and bus and train stations nearby.

To find out more and book your place go to www.inf.org.uk/day
or call us on 0121 472 2425.

editorial
Dear Friends
“Lord, the light of your love is shining … Shine,
Jesus shine, Fill this land with the Father’s glory”
Graham Kendrick captures a sense of the
outpouring of God’s love and glory in his
song, expressing the hope that God’s light will
ultimately set His people free by His truth. INF’s
Shining Hospitals carry this vision and sentiment
very much at the heart of their work. Professional,
compassionate care can be transformational
- healing not just peoples’ sickness, but often
also restoring their sense of self-worth and their
relationships. Helping poor people fulfil their
ambition and empowering them to live as
respected equals in their communities is very
much at the core of what INF is about.
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THE FIRST

–“shining houses” to heal the sick
As Pat (Lily) O’Hanlon and Ruth
Watson walked back from a visit
to one of the villages outside the
small town of Pokhara, they crossed
the Parade Ground for the first
time. They immediately thought
this would be the ideal place to
establish a hospital.
The two women had arrived in Pokhara in
1952 with a small band of colleagues who
longed to bring compassionate medical care
to the people of Nepal. They had been living
and working out of bamboo and thatched huts

on land owned by a Nepali Christian they
had met in India. While they appreciated his
generosity in allowing them to use his land, it
was quite a way from the centre of Pokhara,
and the Parade Ground seemed ideal.
Despite protests from various people, the
owners agreed to let the women have the land.
Lily O’Hanlon recalled, “For the first five years
we had an agreement with the Brahmins and
rented it from them for the princely sum of 5p
a day.” Part of the terms of the lease were that
no buildings could have proper foundations
as, under Nepali law, this indicated that the

BELOW: An early photo of the original Shining Hospital compound
INSET: Dr. Lily O‘Hanlon
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RIGHT: Betty Bailey (left),
Dr Ruth Watson (right)

ABOVE: The Queen was just one of many to visit
the Shining Hospital in its early days

land belonged to the owner of the building. So
the first buildings erected were bamboo and
thatch.

in Pokhara. This led to the development
of Gandaki Zonal Hospital, run jointly by
the government and INF, and the Western
Regional Hospital. As a result, the Shining
Hospital was no longer needed and eventually
closed down.
Sources: Into Nepal by Lily O’Hanlon, Kanchi Doctor by
David Hawker, Himalayan Vision edited by Mark Arnett,
Light Dawns in Nepal by Tom Hale

The Pokhara valley can be visited by quite
impressive storms. During one of these
the roof of the building used for inpatients
was completely blown away, so better
accommodation was needed before the
monsoon arrived.
In 1954, the team heard about a company in
Calcutta which made prefabricated aluminium
huts. They ordered a “Twin-Block” and a
“Long Tom”. The crew which came with the
buildings erected them in about ten days.
This caused great interest in the hills around
the valley and it wasn’t long before a group
of women turned up to find out what these
“shining houses” were. Shining Hospital was a
nickname which stuck and was even used by
the Government.

ABOVE: A doctor at work inside one of the
hospital’s aluminium huts

The hospital gradually grew with new
departments requiring more buildings
including a midwifery unit and an operating
theatre. Tropical diseases accounted for about
a quarter of the patients but they also saw
patients with broken limbs, burns and snake
bites. Tuberculosis was a major problem and in
1976 the Shining TB Clinic was opened.
When King Mahendra and his Queen visited
the hospital in the 1970s he decreed that INF
should work with government health services

ABOVE: Team in front of “Long Tom”
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FROM ONE “SHINY” HOSPITAL TO THREE MODERN

with a new God-inspired vision for the future
Serving a growing need in western Nepal:

Green Pastures Hospital

When more and more
patients with leprosy
came to the early
Shining Hospital Eileen
Lodge and Betty Bailey
opened a separate
hospital in 1957, using
ABOVE: Eileen
an old government
leprosy compound with
one small hut, just big
enough for five patients. After a time the hut
was replaced by a stone building, using material

from the ruins of the old leprosarium. Over
the years more land was acquired and Green
Pastures’ compound grew.
Since it opened its doors the hospital has
provided treatment to thousands, earning a
reputation for delivering quality care to the
poorest and most marginalised people. Today,
it is the biggest rehabilitation centre in western
Nepal, expecting to serve around 20,000
patients in 2018. People come seeking help for
leprosy, spinal cord injury, general disability,
cerebral palsy, hearing loss and palliative care.
The 100-bed hospital is one of three leprosy
referral hospitals in Nepal, the only spinal cord
injury hospital outside the capital and the only
referral centre in the western half of the country
for prosthetic work.
Medical services have also expanded beyond
Pokhara with clinics in Banke, on the Indian
border, and Surkhet in the hills. They primarily
treat people with leprosy and disabilities.
BELOW AND INSET: Green Pastures hospital was
built from the old leprosarium.
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Medical care with a Christian ethos –
healing more than just a “cursed” disease

The three centres have recently been brought
together and officially registered under the
name Shining Hospitals. The vision is that the
hospitals become reputable training centres and
a leading example for medical care, setting new
standards in Nepal’s health sector.
The leadership team of the Shining Hospitals are
very clear, they want Christ to be at the centre.

“Patients should get the best
treatment that resources allow –
clean wards, kind nurses, kind
doctors. We want to give them a
complete treatment and be able to
Dipak Maharjan,
share God’s love.” Dr
Medical Director.
In Nepal, people with conditions such as leprosy,
spinal cord injuries, cerebral palsy and other
disabilities are still seen as cursed and actively
excluded from society. Their self-image can often
be marred and they may have lost all sense of worth
and see the future as bleak and unliveable. Our aim
is not just rehabilitation, but for them to go back
to their communities with hope and a sense of a
positive future. Many patients stay in hospital for
several weeks, some for months, and the contact
with peer counsellors, pastoral care workers and
staff means that they not only regain confidence
and hope but also learn of the God who loves them.
The clinics offer a whole range of services to ensure
that patients leave equipped to live as independently
as possible. Health and self-care education ensures
that they know how to look after themselves once
they are discharged. Specialists prepare prosthetic
limbs and assistive devices such as walking aids
or wheelchairs to help patients gain maximum
mobility. Physio- and occupational therapists
routinely exercise with patients to help them regain
control over their body – many walk out of hospital
after being bedridden for years!
Skills training to earn income, and helping poor
families pay for the education of a child with

ABOVE, TOP TO BOTTOM: Green Pastures‘ nurses
are a shining example of excellence in patients‘
care; Green Pastures theatre; the Prosthetics
Department; the physiotherapy room

impairments are just some of the many ways how
patients at the Shining Hospitals benefit from
a whole bundle of services that enable them to
dramatically improve the quality of their life.
And to ensure that patients stay well once
they are back home, some get visits from staff,
checking that their house is set up so that they
can move about easily or give advice to family
members about how to care for them.
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Three modern

– continued

Meet the team:
Shining Hospital Banke

Meet the team:
Shining Hospital Surkhet

The hospital was blessed with spaceous new
buildings in 2014, thanks to a legacy gift in memory
of Dr. Tulloh from the UK. Last year, nearly 10,000
outpatients came to the clinic and 158 patients
stayed as inpatients. The clinic deals mainly with
cases of leprosy or dermatological conditions.
Leprosy has officially been declared eradicated
in Nepal, but there are still hundreds of new
cases detected every year. The team regularily visit
rural communties to raise awareness about leprosy,
run camps for skin conditions and to train health
volunteers. These outreach visits play an important
part in reducing the incidence of leprosy. If
diagnosed at an early stage, patients have a very good
chance to fully recover from the disease. There are
now plans for an extension to the buildings in order
to expand the leprosy clinic. The hope is to reach
more patients from a larger area, including the Terai.

Nearly 5,000 outpatients visited Shining Hospital
Surkhet last year and its 25 beds were occupied
by 162 leprosy patients and 38 people with a
disability. Patients often stay one or two months,
so the nurses get to know them very well.
Physiotherapist Puran’s involvement is often an
essential part to help people recover strength and
mobility. Counsellors offer additional support to
help patients deal with life-changing conditions.
Most patients respond well to the treatment at
the clinic and return home with much improved
mobility or health conditions. The nurses are
particularly keen to learn new techniques and
hope that 2018 will bring sufficient funding to
allow them to go on courses to refresh their skills.

Tulsi and Shanti, two sisters, share the nursing care
between them. Together, they are looking after a
ward with 25 beds. The sisters hope that there will
be sufficient funding in 2018 to hire another nurse
to help them with the care of the patients.

ABOVE: Tulsi and Shanti provide the nursing care
at Shining Hospital Banke.
RIGHT, TOP: Each clinic has a leprosy self-care unit,
teaching patients how to care for themselves once they are
discharged. RIGHT, CENTRE & BOTTOM: Physiotherapist
Puran, doctors and nurses performing surgery in Surkhet
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from previous pages
BELOW: Gyan,
a professional
counsellor,
teaches an elderly
patient to read

ABOVE: Narendra, a wheelchair user himself, is in
charge of fitting wheelchairs in Surkhet. His positive
attitude has been a true inspiration for many patients

A smiling team always ready to care and support
patients in Surkhet: nurses Hema, Goma, Manila,
Puspa and Rana

LEARNING TO WALK AGAIN

When Budhani, 75, came to the clinic in Surkhet, she was
bedridden, medically unstable and unconscious. One side of
her body was paralysed and she used to talk to herself, but
couldn’t be understood by others. She stayed at the clinic for
45 days, receiving two sessions of physiotherapy every day,
counselling, health education and a lot of moral support. After
a month her condition started to improve, she could move
her previously paralysed hand and was able to speak clearly.
When she left the clinic she was able to walk by herself and
do simple household work. Her life has become normal again.
Budhani walking unaided
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WHEELCHAIR APPEAL

– meet some of our spinal cord patients who are
currently waiting for a wheelchair
Many patients could see their quality of life dramatically improve if they could leave
hospital with their own wheelchair. It would give them mobility, independence, and
better opportunities to take part in family life, go to school or find work.
Your gift could mean that no one needs to be sent home without the
chance to live an independent life.
£9 could pay for a professional to fit the chair to each individual‘s needs
£25 could pay for a patient to attend a disability camp to have their needs
assessed and get fitted with a wheelchair
£253 could buy a wheelchair and have it delivered to one of INF’s Shining Hospitals
To make a donation please go to www.inf.org.uk/wheelchair
or call us on 0121 472 2425

Maya (32 years) injured
her spine after falling from
a height onto a tarmacked
road. She has spent several
months at Green Pastures
and hopes to soon go home
to her sons (her husband
works abroad), being able to
go to the toilet by herself and
do some household chores.
Without a wheelchair, Maya
would be bedridden and fully
dependent on her young
children.
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Buddhi (30 years) was
mistaken for someone else,
hit over the head and pushed
from a great height. He has
been receiving treatment
at Green Pastures for four
months. Buddhi has four
children and worries about
their education. He hopes
to open a small grocery shop
when he leaves hospital, so
that he can provide for his
family and give his children a
good education.

Indira (35) has been living
with her injury for 11 years.
She received treatment at Green
Pastures in the past and gained
limited mobility by learning to
use a walking aid. Indira recently
returned to the hospital with
an ulcer on her leg - a result of
being bedridden for most of the
time. A wheelchair would allow
Indira to get more involved in
looking after her two children,
for instance by preparing meals
or doing the laundry. It would
also reduce her risk of developing
new pressure sores.

ABOVE: Specialists set up wheelchairs to suit each patient’s individual needs.

Shree (72 years) was injured a
year ago when he fell from a tree
collecting fodder for his animals.
He was taken to a hospital in
Kathmandu and later referred to
Green Pastures. Shree has seven
children, but all of them have
moved away from their home
village. Whilst he is staying at
Green Pastures he is cared for by
his grandson. When he goes back
home he will be fully dependent
on his wife, who is of a similar
age. Without a wheelchair, it will
be difficult for her to help him
with his daily activities.

Hari (42 years) has muscular
dystrophy and is living alone
since the death of his wife. His
elderly mother is not able to care
for him and his sixteen year old
son has a very negative attitude
towards his father’s disability.
Hari’s wheelchair is essential for
him to do things like going to the
toilet, preparing and eating meals
or moving around the house. His
wheelchair is very old and Hari
desperately needs a replacement
so that he can continue to live
independently once he has
finished his treatment.

Suman (15 years) has
cerebral palsy. He cannot sit
or feed himself – he is fully
dependent on his mother for
all his activities. His mother
used to carry him to school
until he become too heavy.
With a wheelchair, his mother
could take him to school again
and better support him in his
daily life at home.
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WHEELCHAIR APPEAL
- transforming lives through mobility
Poverty, more than ten years of
armed conflict, an increasing
number of traffic accidents, and the
devastating earthquake in 2015, are
just some of the factors that are
resulting in a high number of people
living with a disability in Nepal.
Many of these people are invisible and
segregated in society due to stigma,
discrimination and the inaccessibility of
services. It is hardest for people from rural areas
or economically poor backgrounds to make
use of basic services that they are entitled to,
especially if they are living with severe types
of disabilities. It perpetuates a vicious cycle
of poverty, illiteracy and unemployment that
consequently results in low living standards.
Although Nepal’s government has set up five

centres to distribute assistive devices, the majority of
people are being helped by charities. The Disabled
Rehabilitation Society Nepal, for instance, equips
more than 1,000 people with wheelchairs each year,
but the number of people who are left out is huge.
The problem is compounded by the fact that very
few modern wheelchairs are produced in Nepal,
most of them are imported.
In response to this crisis, we have partnered with
a UK based wheelchair manufacturer, hoping
to send 500 wheelchairs to our three Shining
Hospitals - Green Pastures and the clinics in
Surkhet and Banke. The average cost for a
wheelchair is £253 plus £9 for fitting the chair
to each individual‘s needs. It is an ambitious
goal, but our dream is that every patient whose
life could be improved can leave our Shining
Hospitals equipped to live independently.

Suresh – an inspiration to
all around him
Suresh (23 years) came to Green Pastures
ten years ago. As a young boy he had fallen
from a tree. He stayed at the hospital for
treatment and physical rehabilitation, and
was fitted with a wheelchair. As staff got
to know Suresh they realised that he was
a very bright boy, so INF supported his
parents with his education.
Suresh is a great example of willpower
and didn’t let his injury stop him from
doing the things that he enjoys. He is an
active member of a wheelchair basketball
team, works part-time in an office, and
is studying for a Bachelor’s Degree in
Business Studies.
To help someone like Suresh live an independent life and give them the
mobility that could transform their life, go to www.inf.org.uk/wheelchair or
call us on 0121 472 2425.
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Green Pastures’ farm
– new ways to fund treatment for the poor
Green Pastures Hospital and
Rehabilitation Centre is built amidst
a huge area of farmland, owned
by the hospital. Today, the farm is
thriving – providing healthy milk and
food for patients. There is plenty
of surplus that is sold in Green
Pastures’ own farm shop and a small
café just outside of the hospital gate.
The profits help towards running the hospital
and Green Pastures’ Poor Fund. All three
businesses give patients, and their family
members who stay with them, the opportunity
to learn new skills and earn some money to
contribute to the treatment. For many, this is
important for their dignity and self-worth. For
some, it has been a chance to start life all over
again when they had nowhere to go. Here are
some of their stories.
Dhan Maya and the buffaloes - a job,
a husband and a home
Nearly 30 years ago Dhan Maya was ready to be
discharged from Green Pastures Hospital where
she had stayed for treatment of her leprosy for
BELOW: Dhan Maya loves her buffaloes

many months. She was uncertain what she
would do or where she should go - going home
was not an option. The stigma of leprosy meant
that Dhan Maya wouldn’t have been accepted
back by her family or be able to marry a man
from her village.
The rehabilitation counsellors suggested she
should work on the hospital farm for a while
to give her time to think about her future.
Back then, Green Pastures had buffaloes that
produced the hospital’s milk supply, and
through their manure and a ‘gobar gas’ plant
created the gas that was used to cook the food
for the patients. Dhan Maya started to learn
how to care for the buffaloes and their calves.
She met and married one of the hospital cooks
and they live in a small house in a village near the
hospital. She continued to care for the buffaloes
through the times when the farm became less
important to the hospital as fresh vegetables, eggs
and milk became locally more easily available. The
gobar gas plant fell into disrepair and the number
of buffaloes became less.
Then, three years ago, there was a new plan
to use the farm to make some income for the
| continued overleaf
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Green Pastures’
farm – continued from
previous page

hospital. The ground was cleared, the buildings
upgraded, and animals and seed bought. After
a year Green Pastures opened a farm shop just
outside the gate and now sells more than 100
litres of milk and up to 3,000 eggs a day, as well
as all the vegetables in season, and meat each
week. Dhan Maya is proud that the buffaloes
she loves are really important again and she
enjoys seeing the queue outside the shop for the
milk each morning.
Growing vegetables – new purpose
and self-worth after leprosy
Four years ago Purna, a man in his 30s, with a
wife and one child, was deeply shocked to find
he had leprosy and quickly came for treatment
at Green Pastures. Although the disease was
caught early he found that it was difficult
for a leprosy patient to go back to his village

ABOVE: Ghore tending vegetables

and find work. When Purna heard about a
vacancy at the farm he applied for the job of
Garden Supervisor. Today, he is responsible for
growing vegetables to provide quality food to
the hospital, its guest house, and coffee shop.
His vegetable garden is producing enough for a
daily delivery to sell in Green Pastures shop.
For him, the saddest thing has been seeing his
work destroyed in bad hailstorms during last
year’s monsoon season. ‘The weather is getting
worse every year’, he observes. Indra, the Farm
Manager, says ‘ I do not know if we can go on
growing vegetables with the bad weather, our
animals, buffaloes, pigs and chickens give us
good profit but not our vegetables.’
Indra and Purna haven’t given up. They have a
new idea. They want to trial growing maize and
make silage for the buffaloes to cut the costs of
the buffaloes’ feed. They are also keen to make
gas again from manure, if they can rebuild the
system.

ABOVE: Purna showing his daughter the vegetable
garden
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Ghore is another previous patient. He is much
older, struggles to speak and often cannot
work because of illness and depression. When
he can work he is always made welcome as he
leads a lonely life. When he first got leprosy his
wife left him and he has lived alone for many
years. When he is able to work he finds great
pride in it and loves tending and harvesting the
vegetables he has grown.

Green Pastures’
pharmacy
It is exciting to see the forward thinking, the
hard work and the good food being produced,
and the interest to make money to help poor
patients in the hospital. It’s also wonderful to
give worth to people like Dhan, Purna and
Ghore who have suffered so much. Their
stories show that people who come to Green
Pastures not only find treatment – their healing
and restoration often goes far beyond just
curing ‘cursed’ diseases. Many find new hope,
wholeness and the courage for new beginnings.
Credit: Content courtesy of Alison Craven, who served with
INF in Nepal for nearly 30 years as Veterinary Surgeon and
in Community Development

A Christian business to help fund
free treatment for the poor
The vision at Green Pastures is to serve
all people who are afflicted by conditions
that are often still regarded as ‘cursed’
diseases, regardless of their status or income
situation. The ambition is to generate
sufficient income by treating those who can
afford to pay at a fair rate, so that there is
funding to offer free treatment for all those
who cannot afford medical care or hospital
stays.
The hope is that, one day, there will be
enough funding so that no one needs to be
turned away. Green Pastures Poor Fund is
already contributing or even paying in full
for those without means. Over the years,
hundreds of patients have benefitted from
the hospital’s Poor Fund, but there is still
an opportunity to reach out to many more
people in desperate need of help.
One of the new initiatives at Green
Pastures is opening its own pharmacy. The
pharmacy is located by the Ear Department
and open to patients as well as the general
public. Not only does having a pharmacy
mean that the hospital can bulk buy large
quantities of medicine at wholesale prices
to save on costs – it also means that patients
can buy the medicines that they need at fair
prices. The small profit that the pharmacy
generates is used to contribute to running
the hospital and the Poor Fund.

LEFT ABOVE: The Green Pastures farm shop
outside the hospital gates LEFT BELOW: The
Green Pastures café at the entrance to the hospital
compound

If you would like to make a donation and help transform more lives at Green
Pastures Hospital, please go to www.inf.org.uk/green-pastures or call us on
0121 472 2425
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Why a goat is a really
Padam, 48 years old, had a difficult
childhood. He was passionate
about education but he had to drop
out of primary school and take
up responsibility for his siblings
because his father was not able to
look after the family.
Padam tried to make ends meet by working as
a domestic labourer but the income he got was
hardly enough to meet basic needs - let alone
support his siblings or, in later years, his family.
Padam became a member of a self-help group
in 2013 where he learned about the value
of saving. With the little money he earned,
he started contributing to the group’s saving
scheme. After a few months he received a loan
from the group to start keeping goats.
Initially, his business was not going well, so he
attended INF’s three-day business training and
gained skills in planning, financial reporting,
enterprise management, animal husbandry
and agribusiness. Padam says that the training
provided a strong foundation for him and that
the new skills are invaluable. After the training
he asked for another grant from the group to
buy six more goats and a few months later he
was able to start selling
meat and make
a profit.
Goats and
training £225

Goats
and
training
£225

Padam and his goats

With this substantial increase in his income,
Padam was able to feed his family for a whole
year, send his four children to school, buy
them better clothing, and provide them with
three balanced meals a day. He repaid the loans
within a year.
His income increased so much that Padam
decided to start vegetable farming, and he
bought a dairy cow to produce milk and
cheese. His herd has grown to 27 goats and he
managed to save enough money to build a solid
house out of stone for his family.
Padam has become a mentor for other members
of his group and they are always asking for
advice from him about how to run a business
successfully.
He is very grateful to INF for the positive
contribution to his life.
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good gift...

NEW
CARDS!
Chickens
£10

What makes INF’s gifts really
great is that they are not
just hand-outs - they result
in lasting change! People in
Bajura told INF that earning a
reliable income to care for the
basic needs of their families
was a major concern.
INF offered advice on how to create
revolving funds and gave some money so
that the communities could start setting
up groups to improve their incomes.
Group members are contributing as much
as they can and choose people from their
group to receive a grant. Once he or
she starts reaping the rewards from the
investment, they repay the loan so that
another member can benefit. Padam’s
story is a great example that shows how
buying goats can be just the helping hand
someone needs to lift themselves out of
poverty.

NEW

for Easter!
A goat
£72

Since its launch in 2007 INF’s gift
catalogue has raised a whopping £175,000
and the gifts have helped transform
thousands of lives. A big thank you to
all our supporters who buy INF’s Really
Good Gifts for their friends and family.

NEW

for Easter!
A rabbit
£12

What gift will you buy this Easter a goat, a chicken – a pig?
Go to inf.org.uk/gifts and browse our
catalogue for great gift ideas.
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When disaster strikes twice…
Last July villages near Pokhara were hit by
landslides after a prolonged period of heavy
rains, surprising families in their sleep, sweeping
homes and roads away and burying everything in
deep mud. Emergency plans were agreed quickly
between ACN and the local government and with
the help from church volunteers ACN was able to
buy and pack relief items promptly so that they
could be delivered within days after the disaster.
The landslide had damaged many buildings, but
houses made of mud were completely destroyed.
Homeless families received emergency supplies,
including food, essential household items such as
cooking utensils and blankets, and corrugated iron
sheets to build temporary shelters. The majority
of the families had lost their homes during the
earthquake in 2015 and had moved to Pokhara
to start a new life.
Church volunteers and
community members pulled
together to clear and repair houses
and roads that had been buried
under mud. They also secured
hillsides with protective walls
to prevent further landslides.
ACN provided gabion boxes and
building material for this work
and technical staff, equipment and
building material to repair Thulaket
Bridge – a major crossing point
that enables hundreds of people
each day to go to work, school
or the local market.
One family was struck by disaster
yet again this January when a gas
leak caused a fire which burnt all
their belongings to ashes. Thanks
to donations from UK supporters
ACN was able to help immediately
with new emergency supplies and
corrugated iron sheets to make a
new shelter for the family.
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Flood Appeal
“Out of the blue came raging water gushing in,
sweeping away everything in its way, destroying
houses and taking lives. Everyone was in a state
of panic and shock at the same time. We were
confused and unable to think what to do, where
to run to…”
These are the words of a survivor of last year’s
floods. The floods destroyed everything – homes,
fields and crops, livestock, wells and much more.
The disaster claimed over a hundred lives and
thousands of people were left at risk of waterborne
diseases as a result of stagnant water and damaged
tube-wells, septic tanks and toilets.
INF and ACN supported the government’s relief
efforts by distributing food parcels, medicines,
hygiene kits, mosquito nets, household utensils,
school supplies for children, farming tools, tents
and corrugated iron sheets to
build temporary shelters.
INF conducted hygiene
awareness campaigns, health
camps and workshops on
improved farming techniques to
show farmers how to re-establish
their fields with better crop
production. ACN ran animal
health camps to help farmers
keep their livestock in good
condition and is making plans
to assist communities to repair
water and sanitation systems.
ECTC contributed trauma
healing events at their own cost,
showing teachers and parents
how to help children deal with
trauma, fear and anxiety attacks.
LEFT, TOP: Church volunteers got
together quickly to pack emergency
food supplies MIDDLE: Emergency
supplies for 3,000 flood victims
waiting to be delivered
BOTTOM: Flood victims receiving
emergency supplies

GREATFUNDRAISINGIDEAS
Start shopping with Savoo

Shop with Savoo at your favourite retailer – a
new way to donate to INF and enjoy great
savings and exclusive offers at the same time.
Buying gifts from INF’s catalogue is one way to
shop for gifts that make a difference – buying
books, socks or ordering your family feast for
Easter could make a difference, too. Savoo
has thousands of voucher codes and deals for
you from over 2,000 retailers like Amazon,
Sainsbury’s, Dominos, Debenhams, John Lewis,
Halfords and many more.
Whether it is shopping for that special
gift, booking your next holiday or simply
buying your day-to-day shopping – if you
register with Savoo and shop online you can
donate to INF at no cost to you and enjoy
special offers and great savings at the same
time. All you need to do is REGISTER,
CHOOSE INTERNATIONAL NEPAL
FELLOWSHIP as your favourite charity and
START SEARCHING for great deals.
To register, go to www.savoo.co.uk and start
searching and saving right away.

A family portrait
that makes a difference

Fundraising is a great way to tell others about
INF’s work and raise money for one of our
projects. From coffee mornings, to marathons, or
special charity events with their business – INF’s
supporters are raising thousands of pounds each
year through fundraising events.
One example of these events is Paul Upward’s
annual photo shoot on the village green. For the
second year running, Paul Upward Photography
raised £287 in support of INF’s Poor Fund. If
you are living in the Chiltern area, watch out
for this year’s event and have your picture taken.
Check www.paulupward.co.uk for future dates.
If you would like to fundraise for us or
have a business and would like to hold
a corporate event in support of INF,
please contact us on 0121 472 2425
or e-mail supportercare@inf.org.uk so
that we can help you choose a project
to fundraise for and equip you with the
necessary fundraising materials

Send beautiful greeting cards
Why not send our hand-crafted cards to friends and family and
support the building of Green Pastures’ chapel?
We have beautiful greeting cards, lovingly hand-made by our
volunteer Judith Mackay. All proceeds from the cards help
raise the final amount needed to start building the chapel at
Green Pastures Hospital. You can choose from seasonal themes
or scenic images from Nepal. Cards come in packs of 10 and
cost £10 plus postage. Call us on 0121 472 2425 or e-mail
supportercare@inf.org.uk to order yours.
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NEW
CARDS!

NEW

for Easter!
A rabbit
£12

Chickens
£10

NEW

for Easter!
A goat
£72

Just in for Easter!
NEW Really Good gifts now available
There are some wonderful new gifts available now. When you buy a
gift from the catalogue you will receive a card that you can personalise
and send to your friend or family member, showing how your gift
could help transform someone’s life in Nepal.
To see the full range, order online and buy e-cards
go to www.inf.org.uk/goodgifts or request the latest
order form by calling 0121 472 2425

ORDER ONLINE

www.inf.org.uk/goodgifts

